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Principal’s Foreword
“Remembering, Rejoicing, Reimagining”

25 years ago, Park View Primary School laid its roots 
in Pasir Ris under the charge of its founding Principal, 
Mdm Lee Yun Han. And today 25 years later, the school 
has established itself in the Pasir Ris estate, having built 
and forged strong bonds and relationships with our 
neighbours. As we celebrate the 25th Anniversary of Park 
View Primary School, it is timely for us to Remember 
our roots, Rejoice in the present and to celebrate and 
Reimagine our exciting future ahead.

As 25 years of students have passed through the gates 
of the school, we remember the values that have been 
imbued in our students. The school’s mission to nurture 
future-ready students, anchored on our values of 
Respect, Responsibility, Resilience, Integrity, Care and 
Harmony continue to be instilled in our students. We 
have seen these values demonstrated as we navigated 
the past 25 years, especially in the past few Covid years. 
The Park View staff and students continue to carry these 
values forward through the years to build the school into 
a place of learning, joy and hope for all.

With these values we take with us, we also rejoice the 
strong bonds and relationships that have been forged to 
build the Park View family we know of today. The familial 
spirit continues to grow from strength to strength as we 
receive continued support from parents, alumni, our 
School Advisory Committee and community partners.  
The school could not be what it is today without the 
many years of support that has allowed us to provide 
opportunities for our students to flourish and grow. 

As we move into the next phase of Park View’s journey, 
we look forward to welcoming and growing another 25 
years of students. I am confident the PVPS family will only 
continue to grow into Leaders of Character, championing 
Service and Excellence. So let us reimagine the future 
and help our students to fulfil their passions, aspirations 
and dreams; let us reimagine the possibilities that lie 
ahead for our students. Thank you to everyone who 
has believed in us and made this possible! And to our 
students, “Ambitio Via Virtus” – Continue to chase your 
dreams and ambitions!

Ms Jamie Lie



Special  Messages



2022 is an important milestone in Park View Primary School’s history as it celebrates its 25th anniversary. The theme for the 25th anniversary celebration – “Remembering, Rejoicing and Reimagining” – is aptly chosen as the school seeks to appreciate the past, celebrate the present, and envision for the future. With strong dedication and hard work from school leaders and staff, both past and present, the school has been providing a balanced and holistic education to its students for the last 25 years. The school’s curricular and co-curricular programmes, together with its Applied Learning Programme (ALP) and Learn for Life Programme (LLP), provide diverse opportunities for its students to develop skills, competencies and dispositions necessary for the 21st century. Such enriching school experiences will certainly prepare its students well for the future. 

While the future may yet to be known, what we can be certain of is the need for our students to have a growth mindset and embrace lifelong learning. I am confident that Park View Primary School will continue to do well in preparing its students for the future and make its mark in the years to 
come.

Mr Loke Chee Pheng, Mr Loke Chee Pheng, 
Superintendent, East 6 ClusterSuperintendent, East 6 Cluster

Remembering, Rejoicing and Reimagining 

William Faulkner, a Nobel Prize (Literature) winner, once wrote: “The past is never dead. It’s not even past.”  There is much wisdom in Faulkner’s musing, for our past seeps into our present, informs it, and even has a bearing on our 
future.  

I find it apt and heartening that Park View Primary School has chosen the theme “Remembering, Rejoicing and Reimagining” to commemorate its Silver Anniversary Celebrations.  25 years of journey is long enough for the works to have passed through many hands, each pair with its distinctive focus and emphasis, yet all premised on a common desire – in the words of Principal Jamie Lie, “… to make each and every student shine!” 

Under Ms Lie’s leadership, the school continues to celebrate its heritage and strengthen its culture.  In my visits and interactions with the team, the emphasis is on growing a culture where people are the focus, and where the stage is set for them to taste success.  To echo Peter Drucker, “Culture eats strategy for breakfast!”  I am confident that your efforts will prevail, despite the disruptive nature of the changes that will most certainly come our way.    

Congratulations on arriving at this important milestone.  As you look back with pride and look forward with hope, press on to make every student shine! 

Mr Tony Low Teck Eng, Zonal Director (Schools), East
Mr Tony Low Teck Eng, Zonal Director (Schools), East
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At Park View Primary School, all of us work towards a common 
goal, and that is to prepare students for the future. I am delighted 

to see that our students have become more resilient over the two 
years since COVID-19 was declared a global pandemic. In the last 2 
years, many of our students have learnt to use technology for their 

learning and have developed into self-directed learners. 

 I believe that Park View Primary School has equipped all our 
students with the knowledge, skills and values to meet the 

challenges of the future. I would like to take this opportunity to 
wish every student a bright future ahead. Thank you so much to 
all the staff of Park View Primary School for your perseverance 

and patience in nurturing outstanding graduates every year. All 
of you have been awesome! I am grateful for your dedication.

在百惠小学,我相信大家朝着一个共同的目标努力，让学生为他们的在百惠小学,我相信大家朝着一个共同的目标努力，让学生为他们的
未来做好准备。我很高兴学生们在过去的 COVID 年中增强了韧性。未来做好准备。我很高兴学生们在过去的 COVID 年中增强了韧性。
在不确定的 COVID 时期，我们的许多学生已经掌握了生活学习并成在不确定的 COVID 时期，我们的许多学生已经掌握了生活学习并成

长为自主和独立,利用科技电脑视频沟通、学习！长为自主和独立,利用科技电脑视频沟通、学习！

我相信，学生在通过百惠的教育，您将具备掌握未来的知识和技能及我相信，学生在通过百惠的教育，您将具备掌握未来的知识和技能及
品德！带着这份深思熟虑的笔记，我借此机会祝愿每一位学生都有一品德！带着这份深思熟虑的笔记，我借此机会祝愿每一位学生都有一
个更光明、更美好的未来。万分感谢百惠全体同志坚持努力培养，每个更光明、更美好的未来。万分感谢百惠全体同志坚持努力培养，每

年良好优秀的毕业生！真棒！加油！年良好优秀的毕业生！真棒！加油！

感恩！感恩！
Mr Lim Bock Huat Mr Lim Bock Huat 

SAC ChairmanSAC Chairman
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Happy 25th Anniversary!

Congratulations to all your accomplishments!  I 

am blessed to be a part of a great institution that 

has always been true to its mission to develop its 

learners and to bring out the best in each and 

every child.

May you continue to provide high quality 

school experiences for your students, imparting 

knowledge, values and skills that will empower 

them to face the challenges of a globally 

competitive environment.  May Park View 

Primary School soar to greater heights in the 

next 25 years!

Ms Ong Lee Choo, 2004 – 2009 Ms Ong Lee Choo, 2004 – 2009 

(Former Principal)(Former Principal)

Twenty-five years ago, in January 1997, Park View Primary began functioning as a school. The first cohort of pupils did our school proud, by garnering 100% passes in the 1998 Primary School Leaving Examination (PSLE). Together with the school’s Sports and Academic Development Programme ‘Catch Them Young’, Park View established itself as a reputable, vibrant 
institution of learning in Pasir Ris.

In 2003, Park View was the only primary school awarded the SPORTING SINGAPORE INSPIRATION AWARD 2003 by the Singapore Sports Council. This was in recognition of the school’s efforts towards the promotion of sports excellence and fitness 
activities in our organisation.

Today, with the vision and zest of the school’s leaders, the passion and dedication of the teachers, and the unflinching staunch support of parents, pupils and the community, Park View Primary School has remained a school of choice by the residents of Pasir 
Ris, for the quality education it provides.

Congratulations on your 25th Anniversary and best wishes for all 
your future endeavours.

Mdm Lee Yun Han, 1997 – 2003 (Pioneer Principal)
Mdm Lee Yun Han, 1997 – 2003 (Pioneer Principal)
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Happy 25th anniversary! It was heartening to see that our 
Park View sporting spirit has stayed strong during the 

PVPS Olympics.

I trust that Park View has remained a second home where all 
can find help and hope. My five years at PVPS has been one 
of my most memorable stints, witnessing the community 

come together as one family to cope with adversity and 
supporting students during the Covid-19 pandemic. What 

I am most grateful for is seeing everyone rally together 
- from the teachers to the non-teaching staff - to hold 

celebrations and create meaningful learning experiences 
for our students. This is made possible through the many 
hands approach. Whenever help is needed, I also know that 

parents and other stakeholders will step up to chip in.

But above all things, happy, healthy and helpful students 
are a distinctive feature of PVPS, whether it is writing 
cards of support and appreciation for frontliners and 

teachers or embracing their peers with learning differences.

As all of you grow further in the coming year, it is my 
wish for everyone to go forward with this spirit of positivity 

and possibility to make a difference in our community.

Blessings always,

Ms Oh See Moey, 2016 - 2021  (Former Principal)Ms Oh See Moey, 2016 - 2021  (Former Principal)

The seven years I have spent in Park View Primary has been a great journey filled with unforgettable people, events and achievements. With the strong support from all the stakeholders, and the hard work and dedication of its staff, I am confident that Park View Primary School will continue to push the boundaries and rise to greater heights in its pursuit to provide a student-centric, values-driven education for its students. I would like to extend my heartiest congratulations and best wishes to the school leaders, teachers, students, alumni and parents of Park View Primary School. Happy 25th Anniversary!
Mdm Diane Goh, 2010 – 2016 (Former Principal)
Mdm Diane Goh, 2010 – 2016 (Former Principal)
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DEPARTMENT: STAFF
ROW 1:  MDM ANITHA ARULJOTHI (MRS ARUL), MDM SIM SHIYU (MRS YEO), MR WATSON TEH CHIEW HWA, MR DARVINDER SINGH S/O K SINGH, MR TAY LIP SENG, MR JERRY CHUA CHUN WEI, MR LEE ENG TIONG, MS JAMIE LIE SUYIN (PRINCIPAL), 
 MDM FLORENCE HO (VICE PRINCIPAL), MDM LIM HWEE TIN TINA, MISS LEE SIEW KIANG, MISS CHUA SHUAN KWEE, MISS VERONICA POON SOOK YEE, MDM TEO SIEW YEUN, MDM PANG CUI LING (MRS ONG)
ROW 2:  MDM NURFARHANNAH BTE HAZMI, MISS SHERYLENE SOH SIEW YIN, MISS LEE SHU QI CHARLENE, MS FOK LAI BENG JENNY, MDM SHIRIN BT OSMAN, MDM NG KAH LENG (MRS JAREEN WONG), MDM TEO SIOK ENG (MRS NELLY TAN), 
 MRS CELINE LIM, MDM WONG PEH YAN, MDM ADELINE SEAH SOCK LUANG (MRS ANG), MDM KAMARIAH BTE ABDULLAH, MS JANICE CHENG LAI MAY, MISS KHAIRINA BINTE OMAR, MDM YEO PECK HUI PATRICIA, MISS LOW KIN ENG, 
 MS FELICIA TAN CHUAN SIANG, MISS EMILY AMBROSE, MDM NOR IQMALIA BTE SAHARUDIN, MDM TAN POH SOON, MISS JUNE QUEK SIEW LAN, MDM TAN XIU LING (MRS BEK), MDM KIMBERLY JEAN AERIA, MISS NURUL SURIYANTI BINTE 
 RAHMAT, MDM LEE BEE LAN
ROW 3:  MDM ASLEENA BTE ABDUL HAMID, MDM LEE GEK YEONG IRENE, MISS GOH PHOEBE, MS EVIE QUAH, MDM NORHANIM BTE HASHIM, MDM HO QINGXI NATALIE (MRS LIM), MDM ZAHRAH BTE MD ABBAS, MDM VALARMATHI, MDM QUEK 
 SHI RUI (MRS LIM), MDM NUR FARIZAH BINTE ROSLAN,MS JOYCE LOW-LU HUISHU JOYCE, MISS SANJEVITA MARTIN RUBIN, MDM ZUBAIDAH BTE OTHMAN, MDM ZATTY SABRINA BTE MOHD RAZIF, MDM GRACE YEO JIE XIN (MRS TEH), 
 MISS KIRTHI SHIHILPA PILLAI, MDM TEO CHUI PING (MRS OOI), MDM PAVANI D/O KRISHNA SAMY, MDM NUR FAIZAH BINTE ABDAN, MDM EILEEN SOH CHIN PING (MRS EILEEN YAP), MS SHARINA BTE MOHAMED TAHALE, 
 MDM NAILUL AZMI BTE ISMAIL
ROW 4:  MR ABDUL RASHID LIM, MDM HELEN LOW (MRS HELEN CHONG), MDM NURUL AINY BINTE SUHAIMI, MISS AUDREY LIM YI XIN, MDM WANG LUNING, MR SEU KUM KWONG RONNIE, MR JAHIDIN BIN JEMAIRI, MISS WONG PAU HUI, 
 MR NG TEE TEE, MR MUSLIM BIN MOHAMED AMIN, MDM CATHERINE SHAM, MR HAFIZUDDIN BIN ZULKEFELI, MR KANG YONG NGEE, MDM JULIE WONG (MRS LING), MR AZMI BIN KASIM, MDM CHONG YI-TINN (MRS HO), 
 MR MUQAIRIL BIN KAMALUDDIN

NOT IN PHOTO:  MISS LIM CHIU EE, MDM ANGELINE LOO NGA HOON, MDM RAHA BEGUM BTE SHEIKH AHMAD, MDM SUNDARAM SASIKALA, MDM FARAH BINTE ABDUL RASHID, MDM CHEN SHUANGSHUANG, MR JUSTIN LUO YANZHONG, 
  MDM NURHAZIMAH BINTI ABDUL HALIM, MS PAMELA SEE YUEN HENG, MR DANIEL HAN XUANJUN, MDM HAZEL TAN KAR TIANG (MRS CHEONG)
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BLAST FROM THE PASTBLAST FROM THE PAST

1999 Official Opening

2011 - 15th Anniversary

2010 - SBOR (Doodles)

2009 - 10th Anniversary

2010 - Transition 
into  Single-session

2011 - Start of SLCs

Mdm Lee Yun Han 1997 - 2003 (Pioneer Principal)  
Ms Ong Lee Choo 2004 – 2009 (Former Principal) 
Mdm Diane Goh 2010 - 2016 (Former Principal)  
Ms Oh See Moey 2017 – 2021 (Former Principal) 
Ms Jamie Lie  2022 (Current Principal)

Park View Primary School (PVPS) opened its doors to the first batch of 684 pupils on 2nd January 1997. 
The school was declared officially opened by Mr Charles Chong, Member of Parliament for 

Pasir Ris GRC on 26th March 1999. The pioneer Principal was Mdm Lee Yun Han.



2014 - SBOR 
(Cardboard Lanterns)

2021 - Inaugural Run  
(Walk Challenge)

2021 - SBOR (Bread Tags)

2017 - 20th Anniversary

2016 - SBOR (Paper Plates)

2020 - Opening of NE 
Corner

BLAST FROM THE PASTBLAST FROM THE PAST
2012 - SBOR (Plastic Flowers)



CCA from the 
past years

School celebrations from the past years
Blue Sky Carnival Walk-a-jog

Little Stars and Broadway

Children’s Market

SLC from past years

BLAST FROM THE PASTBLAST FROM THE PAST



RECOLLECTIONS FROM TEACHERS

Our Junior Girls attained Top 4 
placing in the Zonal National Schools 

Games Competition. I would be lying if I said it 
wasn’t a dream come true to see the Netball 
team that I was with for the past 6 years play 
on such a grand scale. We have never thought 

this was possible. But, together with the 
expertise of the coach, support from Netball 
CCA teachers past and present, and the grit 
and determination from our girls at every 

match, we made history. This is truly one of 
my fondest memories 

during my time in Park View.

Mrs Evie Goh

I have the most beautiful and fondest 
memory of being a proud teacher-parent to 
my 4 wonderful girls. I saw how the teachers 
-  my wonderful friends and colleagues, with 

love, patience, and great dedication, nurtured 
them into girls with wonderful character ready 

for the challenges in secondary school. I can 
never thank them enough as I see how my girls 
have turned out now as adults and teenagers 
of character. Thanks to the programmes and 

curriculum the school have in place, I saw 
them enjoying their childhood and primary 
school life here at PVPS. As a teacher and 

parent, I enjoyed watching all those moments 
and cherish all the stories 
shared. Thank you, PVPS. 

Mdm Zubaidah

I had a lot of fun producing 
videos to teach my students 
body percussion and song-

signing. It filled my heart with 
joy when I could finally see 

the whole school performing 
together in the hall after two 
years of celebrating National 

Day in the classrooms.

Mrs Grace Teh



RECOLLECTIONS FROM TEACHERS

My fondest memory as the Staff 
Well-Being Chairperson was being tasked to plan 

community involvement activities so that we can give back 
to the society. One of our very first forays into community 

involvement was volunteering at Willing Hearts. As the 
kitchen was not big enough to contain everyone, the 

teachers were split into two groups. Half of them toiled in 
the kitchen while the other group for the packed food to be 

delivered and they sent the food personally door to door.

We also worked with Club Rainbow to create a fun carnival 
for children with chronic illnesses. On that day, Park View 
Primary School’s canteen became a grand carnival for the 

beneficiaries and their family. On another occasion, the staff 
purchased groceries for about 100 families and headed out 

to the selected units in Pasir Ris to deliver the grocery packs.

There were many other community involvement activities 
over the years and those mentioned above are some of the 

fondest memories that I keep in the deep recesses of my 
heart.

Mdm Patricia Yeo

Walk & Run Challenge 2022 for 
the PVPS staff was very much one of my 

best memories in my PVPS journey. On top 
of building up my fitness and maintaining my 
well-being, we had so much fun completing 

the challenge. The happy moments captured 
in photos and memories shared at various 
places of attraction under rain or shine is 
something I remember fondly. The strong 
bonds among the staff regardless of their 
houses was certainly felt by all. Kudos to 

the organising committee for this wonderful 
event that has 

strengthened and sustained the 
PVPS family spirit. Great work! 

Mr Kang Yong Ngee

My time in PVPS is enjoyable 
due to the colleagues around 

me. I still remember that every 
Teachers’ Day, I would receive 

lots of sweet gifts from the staff 
who are so thoughtful. They have 
helped me tremendously in my 

work, and are role models for me 
in my professional life.

Mr Daniel Han



RECOLLECTIONS FROM TEACHERS

I am thankful for old 
colleagues who remember me 

and catch up with me years 
after they have left the school. 

There are many teachers 
and even principals who still 

reconnect with me when they 
come to visit. I enjoy reuniting 

with these old friends and 
colleagues so much. 

Mdm Kamariah

I always look forward to 
Park View’s Year-End Dinner & Dance. 
This is a day where staff of Park View 

Primary will let our hair down and enjoy 
one another’s company. We will have great 
fun looking at one another’s costumes and 
taking photos together. For the past years, 
we had D&D themes such as Retro Night, 
Around the World in 80 Days, Our Dream 
Occupation etc. It was a night full of joy 

and laughter. Memories were made when 
we gathered around to take pictures. I can’t 
wait for more fond memories to be made 

for our Year-End D&D this year!

Mrs Celine Lim

Having been in Park View Primary for 
the last 4 years, I am grateful to have 

many fond and special memories. It is my 
good fortune to work alongside colleagues 

who have inspired me and students who have 
never failed to amaze me. One of my most 

memorable events this year is the Character 
Day during the Library Fiesta week where both 
students and staff gamely dressed up as their 
favourite book character. It was such a fun-
filled day, full of laughter and surprises with 

many Harry Potters, Snow Whites, Elsas (from 
Frozen), Spiderman and many, many more, 

including a Kungfu Panda! As for me, dressed 
as the Queen of Hearts, I even found my 

Alice in Wonderland!          

Mdm Florence Ho



RECOLLECTIONS FROM EX-STUDENTS

I remember ‘Sports Day’ the 
most because every year I 

participated and competed with the 
other ‘houses’ and it was really fun. 

We even created our own house 
cheers. Great teamwork and strong 

camaraderie were evident among all 
the students and teachers.

Muhammad Aiman Bin Mazlan  
P6C, 2007

The person whom I 
remember most in Park View 

Primary School is Mrs Eileen Yap. 
She is undeniably my favorite 

teacher in the schooling days. Mrs 
Yap made my transition journey 
into the new school seamless.

Cheng Jian Jun
6E, 2004

I still remember our old 
school emblem. Mdm Lee was my 

principal back then and I remember 
her explaining the crescent to the 
cohort during one of the morning 

assembly talks. I recall silent reading 
being one of my favourite activities 

and we also did morning eye 
exercises to relax our eyes. 

Pauline Lee 
6C, 2002

My favourite teacher in 
PVPS was Mrs Eileen Yap. She 

never gave up on me even though 
I was a very mischievous kid. 

She was constantly guiding me 
and ensuring that I learnt from 
my mistakes. Thank you for the 

guidance, Mrs Yap!

Tan Yu Hao Jonathan 
6K, 2002



RECOLLECTIONS FROM EX-STUDENTS

One of my most 
unforgettable experiences was 

being an Art Club member. As an Art 
Club member, my painting on a giant 
egg was selected for a  National Art 
competition. It was showcased to 

the public at Sentosa. I remembered 
beaming with pride as my family was 

invited to view my painting.

Mas Amalia Bte Mazlan
P6E, 2016

In Primary Six, I participated 
in the Hockey Nationals. It was a 

very fun and exciting experience. My 
teammates and I had worked very 

hard and done our best to win as many 
games as possible. Our teacher, Mr 

Azmi helped us a lot in training for the 
competitions. He helped us to become 

better hockey players and always 
showed care and concern for us. 

Ariiq Samuel Bin 
Muhamad Nazrin   

6D, 2016 

I miss my CCA days 
(Brownie) where I had 

opportunities to go on trips and 
participate in a dessert competition. 

I also miss recesses and breaks in 
between classes where I bonded

 with my friends over 
anime and manga.

Yip Yen Peng
6G, 2008

I am grateful for the 
teachers who were so patient 

with me. PVPS will always be my 
home. I am thankful for the friends 
that I have made. It is amazing that 
we are still in contact after all these 

years. I cherish every 
moment I had spent in PVPS!

Yip Hou Liang
6F, 2010 



RECOLLECTIONS FROM EX-STUDENTS

I am grateful for my friends I 
made in Park View. Even though 
we are not as close now, I know 
that we will always have each 
other’s back and I can always 
count on them. They are the 

people who made my primary 
school  life the way it was.

Elysia Yew            
6D, 2018

I miss the activities that 
were held at Park View such 

as the inter-class games, 
camps and carnivals. These 

activities gave me the chance 
to strengthen my bond with 

my classmates as 
well as the teachers. 

Qistina Tijani         
6D, 2018

One of the things I miss most is 
volleyball training. Being able to work as 
a team with my close friends was such an 
unforgettable moment. The training was 
fun as the coaches made it enjoyable for 
me and my peers. After each session, we 

learned more things and this has helped us 
in character development. This is because 
we were able to collaborate as a group to 
achieve our common goal. The coaches 

and my teammates were patient with me 
though I could  not adapt very rapidly.

Celine Kueh Jing Yee 
6D, 2018



RECOLLECTIONS FROM EX-STUDENTS

I remember the Little Stars 
performance that was held in 2013 and 
we were the first batch to execute it. I 
had a lot of fun dancing and acting as 

one of the main characters. I also cannot 
forget the P5 camp mainly because of 
the fun activities that we as a cohort 

got to do: rock climbing, high elements, 
dragon-boating, and campfire. To me, the 
campfire was the best part of all because 

of the cheers and the amazing instructors. 
I had memories sleeping in the same 

room as my friends.

Mohd Izz Danish
6D, 2018

I miss having recess at 
PVPS - eating my favourite plate 
of chicken rice and skipping the 

fun and fitness programme to play 
catch at the parade square. Many 

memories of the school came from 
having fun with my schoolmates 

during recess. 

Mika Aiden Bin Imran      
6D, 2018

The teachers have 
always been so endearing, and I 

remember some of my teachers being 
my role models, and till this day, I still 
miss some of these teachers and am 
constantly grateful I had them as my 
guides growing up. They were so fun 
when it came to teaching, as well as 
extremely understanding and caring, 
always looking out for their students. 

N J Eshani            
6C, 2018



I am grateful for the many 
life lessons taught to me at a young 
age by the teachers. Some of these 
life lessons are determination and 

leadership skills. The constant 
challenges thrown at me in school 

have prepared me well for the 
future. Lastly, as I continue my life 
journey, I hope I am able to make 
a difference to the school and the 

students.

Clarance Chan 
6D, 2018

 I have had my fair share of ups and 
downs, and I’ve definitely overcome many 
challenges in PVPS. One was when I didn’t 

score so well in prelims, and I was very upset 
over my grades. However, because my teachers 

and my friends had been such good support 
and encouraged me, I took it in my stride to 
improve myself and the subject. In the end, 

it all paid off with the help of everyone’s 
support. Because of you, I’ve become a better 

person and learnt many meaningful lessons 
throughout my journey in school. 

Thank you, PVPS!

Siti Zahra Binte Fahrudin            
6E, 2018

RECOLLECTIONS FROM EX-STUDENTS

I remember our annual PVPS 
Olympics because it was one of my favourite 
events! I was a cheerleader in Primary 4 and 

Primary 5 and House Captain in Primary 6! Even though 
the PVPS Olympics was a sports event, I looked forward 

to dressing up in creative costumes and cheering the 
most. As a proud member of the Lion House, I was 
beyond happy when we won the Olympics in my 

graduating year. All of us took the competition very 
seriously and our experience every year made us better 
teammates and even closer friends and that was what 
I loved most - the memories we made together. They 
definitely added so much colour to my 6 years. Not 

forgetting the teachers and my friends who made the 
school events all the more memorable. 

Samara Marguerita Joseph 
6D, 2018



I miss being with my class, 
friends and my teachers that taught us. 

I miss the lessons and activities from 
celebrations to competitions that we had. I 
also miss the year-end performance put up 
by the Primary 6 students. The process to 
get the whole cohort ready and confident 

to perform on stage was memorable. 
Everyone put in a lot of hard work to give an 
incredible performance. Even the rehearsals 

were fun!

Lee Zhong Zhe Shaun   
6D, 2018

RECOLLECTIONS FROM EX-STUDENTS

As an ex-student, I realised that 
I had taken the culture of the school for 

granted and I am now very grateful for it. The 
inclusive, warm, upbeat and caring culture made 

the school a place to look forward to with students 
mingling with each other without a worry and 

teachers helping us constantly along while making 
the environment upbeat with various school events 
and activities that always gave us something to look 
forward to and the fun classes we had. The culture 

of the school you go to would define the person you 
grow up to be, and with the extraordinary one we 
had at Park View, I wouldn’t be surprised if most of 
us grew up to be impeccable people of character 

with good morals, and I would have to owe part of it 
to the amazing culture and experience 

I had in this school. 

Shiraz Alexander Joseph            
6A, 2020

The last learning 
journey I had with my class 

was the trip to National Gallery 
Singapore. I remember we sang 

songs in the bus on the way 
there and everyone was singing 

their hearts out. Till this day I 
think about that very special 

moment. 

Elina Binte Norhisham
6E, 2018



Rejoicing



This year is our school’s 25th Anniversary and we are celebrating it with a BIG bang! To mark this special and momentous 
occasion, the school staff and students, together with the parents and community partners, have come together as 
ONE to support, create and witness the spectacular record-breaking event - Singapore Book of Records (SBOR) with 
the “Largest Display of String Art”.  

Weaving is symbolic to us. Through 
the interlacing of the yarns, we 
connect with one another in school 
and with the parents, SAC, Alumni 
and our Community Partners, 
binding all as ONE regardless of 
differences.

Programmes

SBOR



The installation of string 
art spans across the 4th 
level of the school which 
connects Block B to D and 
measures more than 42 
metres.  There are a total 
of 1620 craft works in all! 

Programmes

SBOR



P1 and P2 Speech and Drama

P1 and P2 Budding Chef 

I enjoy attending Speech and Drama lessons 
because there are different activities every 

week. I have learnt how to speak clearly 
and loudly. It also helps me to be more 
confident. I love the warm-up exercises 
the most because they are so fun and 
interesting. I love Speech and Drama!

Liang Enxuan Joella (1R1)

Speech and Drama lessons 
are fun! Speaking with the 
right expression is difficult 
but practice makes perfect. 

When I act, it makes me 
feel like a different person. 

I am excited yet nervous 
to perform in front of my 
parents  but I think I can 

do it!
 May Thet Hninn Htun (2C)

In Budding Chef, I have 
learnt how to prepare, 
cook and present food. 
I have also learnt about 
cooking utensils in the 

kitchen. Learning to 
cook will help me to 

understand ingredients, 
flavours and eating 

healthily. 
Emiley Abigail Lim (2R1)

Through the Budding Chef Programme, I have learnt some 
basic cooking skills. I enjoyed making honey cornflakes. Now, 
I can make many kinds of healthy food and enjoy eating them 

with my family.
Shaun Ranen Anthony (1R3)

I learnt how to 
make canapes, 

fruit parfait 
and chocolate 
chip cookies. I 

have also learnt 
about hygiene, 
safety, healthy 
food and fun 
facts about 

eggs. 
Jiang Liaofan 

(2R2)

I love the Budding Chef 
Programme. I had so much 

fun! I made honey cornflakes, 
smoothie and a pizza. It was fun 
preparing the pizza toppings and 
putting them on the pizza base. I 

wish that we can do it again!
Choudhary Ishka (1I)

Programmes



P1 and P2 Budding Chef 

P3 and P4 Project Work
I enjoyed the experience of planting the xiao bai cai with 

my classmates. I was amazed to see how quickly the 
plants were growing with the exposure to sunlight. I was 
pleasantly surprised and immensely proud that the xiao 

bai cai planted by my class were the tallest. 
Neil Vinay Devaraj (3I)

I learnt how to apply the design thinking process 
and communicate well with my teammates. 

Although we had a few disagreements, we still 
came together to work on the project. After all, 

teamwork makes the dream work!
Pang Jing Ni (4R1)

I enjoyed planning the game and creating it at 
the sheltered court. I also enjoyed working with 
my group to create the rules and objectives of 

the game. It was great seeing the happy faces of 
the Primary One students. 

Zion Integra Bonus Aloc (4R2)

For this project work, I learnt to empathise with the Primary One students on their needs and interests in order 
to design a suitable game in which they will participate and play safely. The skills I picked up were teamwork 

and the ability to empathise. I enjoyed testing out the game and watching the Primary One students playing my 
game. 

Paari Prabu (4R3)

Programmes



My favourite memory was 
the kayaking activity because 
my friend and I worked hard 
together. We learnt that hard 

work pays off!
Arta Ilham bin Nor Hafeez 

(5R1)

My favourite memory is 
when my friend and I went 
kayaking. It was challenging 

and we both wanted to 
give up. However, my friend 

encouraged me and we made 
it through. I also loved the 
campfire as we cheered as 

loud as we could and danced. 
Some of us even lost our 

voices! I am grateful for my 
mentors as they were all so 

cheerful. 
Jamaica Jade Judah (5R1)

      

P5 Camp
Programmes



I have personally gained a lot 
of knowledge from my time at 

the camp. I have grown to value 
the resources we have at home. 

The experience has taught us 
to appreciate every little thing 
our parents and school have 
done to keep us comfortable. 
We will always hold this camp 
dear to our hearts. Thank you 

for this memorable experience, 
teachers and friends!
Sukrit Nautiyal (5R3)

I learned the importance of teamwork and 
through the camp, I managed to make 

friends from other classes too. I also learned 
to be resilient and encouraged my team 
members to complete all the activities. 

Kayaking was one of the best activities at the 
camp and it was also my first time doing this 
activity. When I heard I was one of the Best 
Campers, I was very surprised and it was a 

great end to the 3-day camp!
Haziqah Aaliyah Binte Mohamed Amrie (5I)

Programmes



P6 Children's Market
Programmes

The P6 students have embarked on a VIA Programme – ‘For Children, By 
Children’, to demonstrate school values and 21st century competencies 
in an authentic context. 

Through this VIA programme, students collaborated with Cerebral Palsy 
Alliance Singapore (CPAS) and did their part to support and contribute 
to the community. The Children’s Market segment allowed students 
to set up online stores using online E-commerce store, “Cococart”. 
Our students used design thinking in the process of making products 
through upcycling methods, e.g. customised notebooks, bookmarks, 
etc. 

On the actual day of Children’s Market, students were able to enjoy 
games organised by the P6 students. This year, the P6 students also 
had the opportunity to interact with CPAS students who came to join 
us. Through this authentic experience, P6 students learnt the value 
of empathy and resilience. The Children’s Market enables students to 
apply leadership and innovation skills through entrepreneurship. 

Over the course of being a buddy to a CPAS 
student, I learnt that people with disability are 

not that different from us. All they need is a 
little help and support to be able to accomplish 
what we do daily. I thought it would be difficult 
for us to get along as my buddy was non-verbal 
but he showed me that even though we could 

not communicate, we could still be friends.
Despite their challenges, they continue to face 

each day with a smile and have fun in life. 
Chua Tien Long Dylan (6R3)



National Day
There was an Observance Ceremony during the National 

Day celebration. I took part in the flag-raising ceremony and 
recited the National Pledge with pride. I even danced when 

I sang the NDP 2022 theme song with my schoolmates. I 
love the dance because it is so fun! I love the mass singing 

in the hall. I also enjoyed decorating my sling bag during the 
class activity. I drew how the school hall would look like in 

the future. I enjoyed the National Day celebration in school!
Sudeiad Mayanee (2R3)

I enjoyed answering the questions in 
Kahoot! One example was “Where 

was Singapore’s first National 
Day parade held?”. Through the 
questions, I learnt more about 

Singapore. The designing of the sling 
bags was a good way for me to get 
creative! The dancers from Creative 
Dance who performed ‘The Royal 

Nutcracker’ were exquisite!
Michael Leong Jin Sheng (3R3)

I enjoyed the SYF performance by the Creative 
Dance students the most. I was amazed with 

their performance as they did many interesting 
moves. I also liked designing the sling bag and 

seeing what my friends drew on theirs!
Mysha Qistina Binte Mohamed Rizal (5R2)

I really enjoyed all the activities we had done 
for National Day celebration. We had to sketch 

designs before drawing them on our sling 
bags. For Primary 6, we had to draw about our 
experiences throughout the six years in PVPS. 

It was really memorable and fun! I also enjoyed 
the music segment. We sang NDP songs while 
doing body percussion with our hands. At the 
same time, we got to understand the lyrics of 
each song. I am proud to be a Singaporean!

Ayra Aqueenza Binte Rosli (6R1)

School Celebrations



Children's Day
My classmates and I went to the 
Singapore Mobility Gallery. Upon 

reaching, we watched a video about 
the future of Singapore. Some of my 
classmates had the chance to try out 

the wheelchair!
Shao Yunqi (3R2)

The entire cohort of Primary Five went to Little India. All the 
sights and tourist attractions were interesting and fun! Our 

guide told us stories of the various Hindu Gods as we sat 
outside the Sri Veeramakaliamman Temple. We also visited 
the Little India Arcade where we learnt more in depth on 
the past of Singapore. We even visited the House of Tan 

Teng Niah. It was an informative learning journey indeed!
Sofia Bose (5R2)

The Primary Four students went on a learning journey 
to Kampong Glam. I enjoyed it as the guide was 

knowledgeable and taught us new things. The places 
we visited were nice! While walking to the Alsagoff 

School, I saw a sign that said, “Victoria Street”. I was 
so excited as it had my name! 

Rojo Victoria Belano (4R1)

I was so excited for my 
first learning journey with 

my classmates. At River 
Wonders, I saw fishes, 

seals, turtles, monkeys, 
crocodiles and the two 

pandas – Kai Kai and Le Le. 
It was a happy day! I am 

looking forward to the next 
learning journey with my 

classmates!
Shermaine Lua Si Min (2I)

It is my last time celebrating Children’s Day. 
My classmates and I went to watch a movie at 
Shaw Theatres Jewel. It was an enjoyable and 
unforgettable experience as I spent time with 

them!
Halisye Binte Nazri (6R3)

School Celebrations



Chinese  New  Year / Hari Raya /
Deepavali

     
School Celebrations



Creative  Dance 
This CCA has taught me not only dance, 

but also about important values such 
as teamwork and resilience. This year, 

my teammates and I participated in 
the Singapore Youth Festival (SYF) Arts 

Presentation. It was indeed scary at 
first, but with the help of my teachers, 

instructors and friends, we were all able 
to do our best. My teammates and I 

share a deeper bond with one another. 
When I face setbacks, they are there for 
me. I would like to thank all my teachers 

and instructors for helping me and 
always encouraging me when I 

feel down. 
- Aldana Candace Judilla (6I)

I have learnt that practice is always important. It is 
as important as putting your heart into things. I think 
my teammates and I have come very far in our dance 

journey. I was really super excited to participate in this 
year’s Singapore Youth Festival Arts (SYF) Presentation. 
I am very grateful to have been chosen. I learnt to work 

in harmony with my teammates whom I am also grateful 
for. I truly appreciate my CCA teachers and instructors 

for believing in us, encouraging us and supporting us in 
the journey throughout. Thank you. 

- Clarice Khew Tong Yu (5R3) 

CCAs
PERFORMING ARTS



Guzheng
I have learnt how to play the Guzheng with different notes on it. 
This year, I participated in the Singapore Youth Festival (SYF), Arts 

Presentation. Before the competition, I was extremely nervous 
but when we started playing together, I found it fun. I have 

learnt how to respect my fellow members even when we played 
some notes incorrectly. I have learnt to be responsible enough to 
bring my Guzheng to life. I would like to thank my CCA teachers 
and instructors who taught us how to play the notes clearly and 

correctly. We truly appreciate you!
Emma Leong Noi Ning (5R2)

Through my journey in Guzheng, 
I have learnt to appreciate and 

enjoy the musical pieces taught to 
us. This year, some of us took part 

in the Singapore Youth Festival 
(SYF) Arts Presentation. I was both 
excited and nervous as it was my 
first time going for a competition. 

Miss Lie, our Principal, gave us 
an encouraging speech which 

boosted my confidence. I would 
like to thank my CCA teachers and 
instructors who have guided us. 

Ling Pei Zhen (5R3)

PERFORMING ARTS CCAs
PERFORMING ARTS



Show Choir 
In Show Choir, I learnt different dancing 

techniques and new moves that 
were really helpful. As the Primary 6 

seniors will not be joining us for future 
practices, I did a dance recording for 

them. I felt happy because I know that 
they will appreciate it. I learnt to be 

resilient and work well with my friends. 
The CCA teachers and coaches have 

worked really hard to make us improve. 
I truly appreciate their help and sacrifice 

as they always reach out to us. 
Thank you!

-Jerisha Jown Patty (4R3)

I learnt how to sing and dance better thanks, to my vocal and 
dance instructors. I also enjoyed teaching my juniors some 
dance steps with patience because not everyone can learn 

the choreography as fast as others. This year, the show choir 
members and I performed for Teachers’ Day which was the 

first performance for all of us. I think we did pretty well but of 
course, improvements could also be made. One of the values 
I have acquired is resilience in adversity because some dance 

steps are not that simple to learn, so you need to keep on 
practising. I would like to thank my CCA teachers, coaches and 

other members for all their support they have given me. 
-Bawar Aliyah Sherise Celeridad (5R3)

PERFORMING ARTS
CCAs



Art and Craft Club

I learnt to be creative in my journey 
in this club. I joined the URA 

competition, “Space for our Dreams, 
What will Singapore look like 50 

years later?” recently. I felt nervous 
as it was my first competition that 
I had participated in since I joined 
the CCA. I learnt how to be more 
responsible and built a stronger 

bond with my fellow members. We 
worked patiently and harmoniously 
as a team. I would like to thank my 

CCA teachers for teaching us to 
expand our creativity and always 

encouraging us. 
Bernice Tan Si-Ling (5R1)

I have learnt a lot in this CCA. I also took on 
more responsibilities by guiding our junior 

members in this CCA. An important aspect I 
learnt was to think out of the box. I pushed my 
creativity to its limits. A challenging experience 
I had this year was painting a tote bag. I tried 

my best without giving up and achieved 
success due to the support from my teachers, 

parents and friends. I was ecstatic to see all the 
beautiful designs my friends and I had created. 
We learnt to be more resilient and responsible. 

I am grateful and would like to express my 
heartfelt gratitude towards my CCA teachers 

for guiding and encouraging all of us. 
Thank you! 

 Ryyan Azfar Bin La Ode Indra Karnain (5R2)

CCAs
CLUBS AND SOCIETIES



ELDDS
I have learnt many useful skills during 
my CCA lessons such as miming, voice 
projection and improvisation. It is not 

only about the drama skills but also other 
important ones such as patience and 

managing stress. The most memorable 
skit that we put up this year was for PVPS 
25th Anniversary. I was proud to perform 

for my school, but also a little sad that 
it would be my last skit in PVPS. I would 
like to thank all my school teachers and 

instructors who have helped me to grow 
as a person. Without their help, love 

and care, I would not be who I am today. 
I thank everyone for this wonderful 

opportunity. 
Prisha Chatterjee (6R3)

I have learnt how to voice out my opinions and work with 
different groups harmoniously. I have participated in many 

different activities and events, but the most memorable one 
is the one where we acted in a play on sustainability and 

the usage of natural pesticides for the International Science 
Drama Competition (ISDC) 2021. At first, I felt nervous as I was 
one of the main characters. Over time, I grew more confident 
with the support and guidance of my teachers and instructors. 
I would like to thank them for guiding and trusting me when I 
was appointed as ELDDS Vice-Captain. I am looking forward to 
gaining their trust and support even more when I become the 

Captain next year. I am proud to represent ELDDS!
Jaime Wong (5R3)

CLUBS AND SOCIETIES
CCAs



CLUBS AND SOCIETIES

Gardening Club
I am happy that I made many friends 

in the Gardening Club.  The senior 
members have been very helpful and 
guided me this year. They taught me 
pruning, watering and how to work 

as a team. I am very proud of the fact 
that the terrariums that we made 

during our CCA were presented to our 
teachers on Teachers’ Day.

Tsao Che-Jui (3R3)

I was selected by my CCA teachers as a senior 
leader to lead my team.  Throughout the years, 
I have built my self-confidence and leadership 
skills through training by my CCA teachers.  I 
enjoy working with my fellow gardeners.  I 

feel happy and proud when we can clean and 
spruce up the school garden.  During Teachers’ 

Day, we made terrariums for the teachers. 
Thank you to all the teachers. 

Sim Yu Ying (5I)

CCAs



Info Comm Club 
CCA has given me opportunities to 

become a leader and it has taught me 
to uphold the school shared values. 
An interesting activity was learning 

to control a robot and make it move. 
I was resilient as I wanted to see the 
robot move. After a few lessons with 
the trainer, I managed to control the 

robot! I felt a sense of satisfaction and 
achievement. After joining this CCA 

for 3 years, I would like to express my 
gratitude to my teachers  for their 

guidance and support. 
Thank you!

Ean Chan Yi An (5R3)

I learnt about coding and photography during my CCA. 
Coding allows me to do programming like creating shapes. 
The skills I learnt from photography allow me to capture 

beautiful videos. The exciting outdoor experience of taking 
photographs was very enriching and fruitful. Thank you to the 

Info Comm teachers for being very supportive! 
Chua Tien Lok Daniel (3C)

CLUBS AND SOCIETIES
CCAs



Scouts
I have learnt many useful skills such 

as doing first aid, tying knots, building 
structures and cooking food outdoors. 
I learnt values such as responsibility, 
resilience, harmony and care. Due to 

Covid-19, we did not have many outdoor 
activities for two years. However, in 

P3, I had a lot of memorable learning 
journeys. I took part in Earth Day, camp 
and Scout Bicentennial Trek. I enjoyed 
everything very much as I got to work 
together with my fellow cub scouts. I 

would like to thank my CCA teachers as 
they have done so much for us. 

Teo Zhen Xun (6I)

I have learnt how to step up as a captain when he is not 
around. The Diamond Jubilee Charity is one of the events 
that my fellow cub scouts and I participated in. This event 

taught me to have resilience, respect and care. We fulfilled 
our task and reached a desired sum of donation. I would 

like to also show my heartfelt appreciation and gratitude to 
my Scouts teachers for guiding and supporting us. I would 

like to thank everyone for supporting us in this journey. 
Charles Ng Jia Xu (5R2)

UNIFORMED GROUP
CCAs



Hockey
During my CCA journey, I learnt not 
to give up during difficult times and 

developed leadership skills. I am very 
proud to be a part of the Hockey team 

when we represented our school in 
the National School Games (NSG). I 

motivated my team as a Vice-Captain. 
I gained a sense of responsibility and 
learnt the importance of teamwork. 
I would like to thank my coach and 

teachers for always guiding us in the right 
path and choosing me as a Vice-Captain. 
I promise to carry out my duties to the 

best of my ability. 
Arnav Manjunath (5R3)

Throughout my journey in the CCA, I have learnt important 
skills such as leadership, teamwork, time management, 

organisation and relationship-building with my peers. I also 
discovered my interest and talent. At the same time, Hockey 

allows me to recharge both physically and mentally. This year, 
I represented my school as Captain of the Hockey Team in the 
National School Games (NSG). I am proud that we managed 

to clinch the fourth place. It was a memorable experience for 
the entire team. I would also like to thank all my teachers and 

coaches for encouraging the team when we were feeling down. 
The skills and values taught will carry me forward in life. 

Harith Haziq Bin Abdul Wahid (6R2)

CCAs
SPORTS AND GAMES



Football
I learnt resilience, discipline and respect 
in my CCA. With the help of my coach, 
I have also learnt how to play football 

better. Our CCA teachers cheered for us 
when we took part in the National School 
Games (NSG), which really pushed us on. 
I am very proud to represent the school 

and it was a memorable experience. 
Thank you to all who have supported us!

Zhu Lixuan (6I)

I feel that participating in CCA practices is more relaxing 
compared to academics. Being a part of the football team 

helps me nurture values such as respect, resilience and 
teamwork. For the past few years, CCA has played an 

important role in my mental well-being. All in all, I want to 
thank the coach and the CCA teachers for guiding me in 

this journey of mine. 
Haziq Rayyan Bin Mohammed Hairulnizam (6I)

CCAs
SPORTS AND GAMES



Netball
Even though this is my last year in 
netball, I have many memorable 

moments. One such moment was taking 
part in the National School Games (NSG). 
Although we lost some of the matches, 
we all knew that we had trained very 

hard and did not lose hope. Resilience 
was an important value I had learnt from 
this experience. I would like to thank all 

our teachers and coaches for all their 
support. Without them, I would not be 

who I am today. 
Cheng Choi Yi Cerise (6I)

In netball, just like any other sports, I have learnt that teamwork 
is very important. Our netball competition is very interesting 

as we face schools which employ different strategies. Through 
participating in competitions, I learnt that it is not always about 
winning. It is the experience gained that matters. Our trainings 
may be long but our teachers and coaches make them fun and 

meaningful. I am thankful for all the support they have given us. 
Without them, we would not be where we are today. 

Sofia Bose (5R2)

SPORTS AND GAMES
CCAs



Volleyball
Some things that I have learnt in my 

CCA is to never give up and always be 
resilient. With time, we are always given 
an opportunity to improve. I learnt how 
to work in harmony with my teammates, 
whether we win or lose. My coaches and 
teachers taught me to always believe in 
myself. They guide us in the right path 

and always look out for us to make sure 
we are alright. I am grateful for that. 

Duru Mutlu Koksal (6R3)

Through the many training sessions in the CCA, I learnt 
the importance of sportsmanship and resilience. In 

competitions, we win some, we lose some. The important 
thing is that even if we lose, we always strive to improve 
and work on our weak areas. The same applies when we 

win. This year, I participated in the National School Games 
(NSG). It was a very fulfilling experience as I got to forge 
deeper bonds with my team members and experience 
a high-thrill excitement in a competition. We learnt to 
trust one another and we also valued the importance 

of communication. I would like to thank all the teachers 
and coaches for supporting me in this journey and always 

cheering us on! 
Koh Zi Le Zach (6I)

SPORTS AND GAMES

As the Vice-Captain of the Volleyball Team, I learnt to be resilient and built good communication 
skills in my CCA. One event that I took part this year was in the National School Games (NSG). I 

had a rush of adrenaline whenever we played, especially when facing tough opponents. Volleyball 
is not about having the best players, but communication between players. I want to thank my 
teachers and coaches who encouraged me to go beyond my limits and helped me through my 

journey. To quote, “To get skillful in volleyball, there is only one method – practice, practice and 
practice. Even if your legs refuse to move, pick up the ball and continue.” 

Muhammad Rusyaidi Hashri Bin Muhammad Herman (6R2)

CCAs



Wushu
I have learnt many things in this CCA. 

My favourite one is defending oneself. 
I like the strategy we use when we play 

games. Wushu is not just about the 
physical aspect but the mental strength 
as well. I learnt to be resilient and more 

responsible. I would like to thank my 
CCA teachers and instructors who have 

guided and supported us. 
Chen Jiale (5R1)

I have been in this journey since I was in Primary Three. Although 
my CCA can make me tired at times, I persevered through any 

challenges faced. I took part in some competitions over the 
years. Although I did not win any prizes, I am still very proud that 
I have done my best and represented my school. The discipline 
I acquired has taught me to be a better person. I would like to 
thank my teachers and coaches for helping and guiding me. 

- Bahatan Josam Lomibao (6I)

SPORTS AND GAMES
CCAs



Aesthetics
During the various SLC meetings and workshops, I met 

and worked with teammates from different classes 
or levels which broadened my horizon, improved 
my interpersonal skills and built strong rapport 

with them. There were definitely times when we 
disagreed with one another but we learnt to resolve 
our differences and found ways to manage. The SLC 
activities gave me the opportunity to contribute to 
the school. For example, together with the other 

Aesthetics Ambassadors, we led the school in singing 
the song ‘Home’ during National Day Celebration. 
We also packed the craft materials for distribution 

to the school population so that we could break the 
Singapore Book of Records on ‘Longest Display of 

String Art’ for the school’s 25th anniversary. One value 
that I have acquired in SLC is harmony in diversity 

as I have to collaborate and communicate with 
teammates from different races, classes and levels to 
build a happy, positive and harmonious relationship. I 
would like to express my heartfelt thanks to Mdm Nor 
and all the teachers who have taught me during SLC 
workshops and meetings. They inspire me to do my 

best and help me to grow to be a better leader.
 Jaylen Wong Yi Cong (4R3)

I have learnt to be more self-disciplined 
and to interact with my peers during 

projects. Some of the values that 
I have acquired are respect, care, 
responsibility, optimism and the 

resilience to overcome challenges that 
come my way. Finally, I want to thank 
my SLC teachers for planning exciting 

activities for us!
Sanaa J Darvinder (5I)

SLCs



Cyberwellness
I am thankful that I was selected as a Cyberwellness 
Ambassador. From the meetings, I have learnt useful 

tips on how to protect ourselves from scams to 
malware. With this knowledge, I am able to educate 
not only my family, but also my classmates. However, 

my key takeaway is the different leadership skills 
and qualities. I learnt that to empower, inspire, lead, 
change and share a common vision are some steps 

to becoming a leader. My SLC has the opportunity to 
present to the whole school about different cyber-

related topics during the cyberwellness week. Some 
values that I have learnt are respect for my peers 

in group discussions and patience to communicate 
with one another, especially when we have our SLC 

meetings over Zoom. I would like to thank all my SLC 
teachers for guiding me in my leadership journey. I am 

thankful for the leadership opportunity given.
Choo Yong Wei (6I)

SLC has given me many opportunities 
to become a leader and it has taught 
me the school values: Respect for All, 
Responsibility in Actions, Resilience in 
Adversity, Integrity our Core, Care for 
Community and Harmony in Diversity. 

One interesting event was Cyberwellness 
Week 2022. I was in charge of the Kahoot 
game and had to distribute iPads. It was 
fun as I got to know how well my friends 
understood the topic on ‘Caring for your 
Eyes’. During the three years when I am 
a Cyberwellness Ambassador, I became 

braver, more caring, resilient and patient. 
I want to thank Mrs Celine Lim and Miss 
Lee Siew Kiang for all the support that 

they have given me. I would also like to 
thank all my friends from Cyberwellness 

for their support!
Ean Chan Yi An (5R3)

SLCs



Green
I have learnt so much about saving the environment 
by applying the 3Rs (Reduce, Reuse and Recycle) and 

how we can use them at home or in school. I enjoy the 
SLC workshops as I get to see my friends from other 
SLCs and learn how leaders around the world get to 
where they are now. I have learnt many values such 
as empathising with a person’s challenges. I want to 

thank Mrs Natalie Lim for being the Green Ambassador 
teacher-in-charge for three years now. She has taught 
me almost everything I need to know about saving the 

environment. I would also like to wish Mrs Lim and 
Mdm Hazimah a wonderful time teaching the current 

and future Green Ambassadors of PVPS.
Taloy Diordyn Gail Cruz (6R3)

I became a Green Ambassador when I 
was in Primary Four and that marked the 
start of my amazing SLC journey. I have 
been instilled with good moral values 

and participated in many events. I learnt 
to be patient and not to give up easily 

when doing a project by putting in 100% 
of my energy into it. I am grateful to my 
SLC teachers for being patient and kind. 
Although I am leaving PVPS soon, I know 
that my leadership journey is not coming 
to an end but just a brand new beginning!

Chung Yeonjo (6I)

SLCs



HoPE
I have learnt that teamwork is more important than 

victory and how to be a good leader. Some interesting 
events and activities are Active Friday, P1 Orientation 
and Sports Carnival. The values that I have acquired 
are responsibility, respect, resilience, integrity, care 

and harmony. I am very thankful and grateful to both 
my SLC teachers, Mr Azmi and Mrs Helen Chong. 
They have made my SLC experience both fun and 
interesting. They have set a good example for me 

to follow. They have also inspired me to be a better 
person and to always strive for my personal best. They 
provided me with moral support that I need to be able 

to face my future. Mere words could never express 
my gratitude to both my SLC teachers. Thank you, Mr 
Azmi and Mrs Chong for everything you have done for 

me and the rest of the HoPE ambassadors. 
Angelique Isabel Jackson (5R2)

Being in SLC, I have learnt a lot of things 
such as respect and responsibility. My 
role as a HoPE Ambassador included 

helping the P1 students when they first 
joined the school. A memorable event 
was when I had to lead the school in a 

workout together with a few other HoPE 
Ambassadors. I was nervous but after 

a few sessions, I grew confident. I truly 
enjoy being in SLC and I am glad that I was 

given the opportunity to be in one. 
Cao Xiyue (5R1)

SLCs



Media Resource Library
I have learnt a lot through SLC. Some things 

I have learnt are the values of respect, 
responsibility and resilience. I also learnt 

more about different authors and books as 
well as how to work as a team. I have met 
and made new friends through SLC. There 
were many events and activities in which I 
helped or took part in. One event was the 

Library Fiesta. Together with the other MRL 
ambassadors, we helped to decorate the 
library and in the preparation of activities 

for Library Fiesta. For the school’s 25th 
anniversary, I had the chance to work with 
other key leaders from the other SLCs. We 
helped in the planning and preparation for 
the 25th anniversary. I also helped in the 

logo-design competition. Lastly, I would like 
to thank all the SLC teachers. They played a 
big part in helping me throughout my years 
in SLC. They were caring and kind towards 

me and the MRL Ambassadors. 
Ilhan Aqiel Mohammed Heirman (6I)

Even though I was only 9 years old when I joined MRL, 
I felt like I had to be a good role model to others, a 

responsibility that I had to carry out. The teachers in SLC 
taught me many values such as discipline, responsibility 
and care. Before COVID-19 hit us, there were many fun 

and enjoyable activities during the MRL meetings. During 
COVID-19, we had our meetings via Zoom and there 

were many engaging activities too. I would like to thank 
the MRL teachers-in-charge, Mdm Hanim and Ms Soh, 

for always supporting me in everything that I do.
Sharleez Zahara Binte Sharin (6I)

SLCs



National Education
I have enjoyed being an NE Ambassador 
during my three years in SLC. We get to 

organise activities for our fellow schoolmates 
during our NE meetings. We also learn 

about Singapore’s history. We even had the 
opportunity to represent the school for the 
Civil Defence Junior Lionhearters Challenge. 
One of my roles as an NE Ambassador is to 
raise the Singapore flag during the morning 
assembly. It was challenging initially as I had 
to follow the rhythm of the National Anthem 

and do it at the correct pace. 
The most important thing that I have learnt is 
teamwork. Without teamwork, we will not be 

able to complete the tasks that are 
assigned easily.
Sim Nellie (5I)

I have learnt to value such a position and to 
be caring and supportive to my peers. During 
the SLC meetings, I participate in the different 
types of engaging activities. Through my active 

participation, I have acquired many moral values 
such as respect, responsibility, integrity and 

harmony. Special mention goes to my SLC teachers 
who are very kind and understanding. Without 

them, I would not be who I am now. 
Krish Khanna (5R3)

SLCs



Prefectorial Board
Through the many meetings and workshops 

in SLC, I learnt the importance of servant 
leadership. The SLC workshops were 

interesting and fulfilling as I made many 
friends while taking part in the games 

and activities which enabled me to learn 
more about being a student leader. I really 

liked the games that were organised by 
the students themselves as I was able to 

relate to them better and thus understand 
and enjoy the game while learning new 

things. I have acquired many values such 
as respect for all by showing respect to the 
environment and the people around me as 
well as integrity our core by doing the right 

thing even when no one is watching. I would 
like to thank my SLC teachers for supporting 

me in this journey and providing new 
opportunities for all the prefects to learn 

and grow together. 
Koh Zi Le Zach (6I)

Being in SLC is probably one of the greatest things that has 
ever happened to me. I have benefitted greatly from being 
in SLC as it has taught me how to demonstrate the school 

values in my daily life. As a head prefect, it has taught 
me valuable lessons which have shaped me into a better 

person. I learnt to be a role model by upholding our school 
values. I also learnt how to work together with others. 

All the activities during the meetings have benefitted me 
in different ways, especially the ones planned by the key 
leaders. I am very grateful to my SLC teachers who have 

supported me throughout my journey. 
Shelar Swaraa Virendra (5R3)

SLCs



English
Library Fiesta is an annual school event organised by the Library Committee and English Department for students. The 
main objective of Library Fiesta is to promote the love for reading. Held from 22 – 26 August, the theme for Library 
Fiesta this year is ‘Stories Come Alive!”. All the activities were planned with the theme and objective in mind. Some of 
the activities include level competitions such as book cover design and bookmark design. Students also participated 
in Mystery Book Hunt, Craftwork and Tongue Twisters during recess. They were also entertained with stories by our 
mystery readers. Local author, Neil Humphreys, was also invited to PVPS for an assembly talk and a book signing 
session. For this year’s Library Fiesta, the students and staff got to play a part for charity by participating in NLB Read 
for Books! Finally, the students and staff also stayed true to the theme this year by dressing up as their favourite 
storybook character on Character Day!

Departments



Mathematics contributes to the development and understanding in many disciplines and provides the foundation for 
many of today’s innovations and tomorrow’s solutions. To nurture our students as confident and self-directed problem 
solvers with a positive learning attitude towards mathematics, we inculcate the joy of learning and real-world contexts 
in learning experiences within and beyond the classroom.

Math Adventures
The Math Adventures is a department innovation that allows greater cohesiveness in the various learning experiences 
and encourages the exploration of the rich set of connections of mathematical ideas. Equipped with the Math 
Adventures Card, students attempt the activities reflected on the card by exploring and investigating ideas and concepts 
in class individually or collaboratively to create mathematics stories, jokes, games and word problems. The activities 
also include differentiated recess activities that allow students to apply mathematical skills and concepts in real-world 
context situations. 

Design Thinking
Design thinking process is employed in the 
conceptualisation, planning and implementation of 
our P5 experiential learning experiences. A survey 
was conducted at the beginning of the year to find 
out the learning needs and interests of students in 
Mathematics. Differentiated hands-on activities with 
connections to real-world context to make learning fun 
and meaningful were designed to cater to the diverse 
needs of our learners and ensure that all aspects of 
student engagement were covered.

Math
Departments



Science
Do you know how to form 
a rainbow using soda water 
and  a torch? Or make a bead 
hover between two layers of 
coloured water? Or inflate a 
balloon using yeast and sugar?

These are some of the challenges that the students of 
E2K Science need to resolve with minimal help from their 
teachers.

The Excellence 2000 (E2K) Science programme started in 
PVPS in 2021. It is an enrichment programme for a selected 
group of students who demonstrates a strong curiosity and 
lively interest in the sciences. 

During the weekly sessions, students work in groups to 
design and conduct scientific investigations. They need to 
use critical and inventive thinking to solve problems and 
to exhibit resilience, resourcefulness, and determination 
to work like scientists. Through these collaborative 
learning opportunities, our young scientists practise 
scientific thinking and reasoning, develop confidence and 
independence in carrying out scientific inquiry as well as 
scientific habits, attitudes, and dispositions. The young 
scientists also experience the joy of that ‘eureka’ moment 
when they successfully complete the challenges. 

Departments



Mother Tongue
MTL Fortnight Activities
Mother Tongue Language (MTL) Fortnight aims to create an immersive environment for learning and appreciating 
Mother Tongue Languages and Cultures. Varied cultural and language activities are organised so that students deepen 
their understanding of their cultural roots and promote the learning of MTL in a fun and engaging way.

Accolades
Many students participated in various national calligraphy 
competitions in 2022. These include the Fo Guang Shan 
National Pri/Sec Schools Pen Calligraphy Competition 
and Poi Ching School National Pri/Sec Schools Calligraphy 
Competition. Our students clinched awards in the various 
categories and we are extremely proud of them. In the 
Fo Guang Shan National Pri/Sec Schools Pen Calligraphy 
Competition, our school was also awarded the Most Active 
Participated School and Encouragement Awards.

We would also like to extend our warmest congratulations 
to our students who had achieved several Silver and Bronze 
awards, in both the Individual and Team Category in the 
5th Text Recital Competition for Primary and Secondary 
Schools.

Reading Programme
This programme aims to promote a passion 
for reading and develop appreciation for good 
literature.
The activities organised include:
• Read Aloud sessions by teachers in class or 
 during recess
• Promotion of Genre of the month to 
 encourage students to read a wide range of 
 books
• Newspaper subscriptions

Departments



Aesthetics The sharing on Batik-making using the Travelling 
Art Cart was an enriching lesson for the Primary 
One students. They were awed when they learnt 

how batik was made using the tools. It ties in 
beautifully with the different cultures that they 
are learning in STELLAR 2.0. Moreover, it also 
provides them with an opportunity to express 

their thoughts and feelings which is in line with 
our English oracy skill.

Mdm Pavani, EL Teacher 

It’s a great opportunity for the students to 
appreciate the art works from the museum and to 
share their thoughts freely. They were enthusiastic 

during the Roving Art Truck event.
Mdm Wang Luning, CL Teacher

It was nice to see how the Roving Art Truck 
allowed our students to interact with art in 

different ways. There were opportunities for 
students to engage with the art visually and 

kinaesthetically. Volunteers were also enthusiastic 
in explaining and making art accessible for the 

younger students. Through this unique experience, 
the students had the chance to perceive art as 

something they appreciate, learn and do.
Miss Charlene Lee, EL Teacher

LEARNING BEYOND ART CLASSROOMS
Art learning need not be confined to the four walls 
in the classroom. In PVPS, students are provided 
with many opportunities to sharpen their visual 
inquiry skills such as observation and interpretation 
through the activities and discussions facilitated 
by Art teachers and the museum’s education 
facilitators through the following programmes:

• Museum-based Learning [MBL] virtual tour
 P4 students learn about artworks created by 
 local artists such as Liu Kang, Chua Mia Tee, 
 Georgette Chen and Koeh Sia Yong. Through the 
 live virtual guided tour, students learn about the 
 artworks through close looking and active 
 dialogues.

• 2 Travelling Art Carts: Life by the River Art Cart 
 & Batik Art Cart
 These are teaching resources on loan from the 
 National Gallery Singapore. They are used to 
 support teaching and learning, not limiting to 
 Art. Language teachers also used them to 
 develop our students’ academic discussion skills 
 using Talk Moves.

• Roving Art Truck
 A 15 feet community art space on wheels which 
 students could engage with 10 artworks from 
 the National Collection to learn about artistic 
 techniques and materials. 

Departments



Physical Education
Our vision is to enable our students to demonstrate 
individually and with others the physical skills, practices, 
and values to enjoy a lifetime of active, healthy living. 
We provide platforms for students to choose, experience 
and engage in physical activities through participation in 
sports and health-related programmes and activities.

PVPS Olympics 2022 in Celebration of PVPS 25th 
Anniversary

In celebration of PVPS 25th Anniversary and to inculcate 
the spirit of healthy competition among students and 
teachers, the school organised the annual PVPS Olympics 
on 15th July 2022 (Friday). All students from Primary 1 
to Primary 6 participated with more than 100 parent 
volunteers assisting in the running of the various inter-
house competitions as judges/umpires and scorers. Invited 
guests included Mr Tony Low Teck Eng, Zonal Director 
(Schools), East, Mr Loke Chee Pheng, Superintendent, 
East 6, former PVPS principals and parents. After hours 
of intense competition, Falcon House was awarded the 
overall House Champion for 2022! Congratulations!  

Departments



 Reimagining



there are many fun 
activities to do during 
recess, especially during 
Library Fiesta Week. We 
love our teachers very 

much!
our friends and 
teachers are nice 

and kind to us. My 
teachers encourage us 

to study hard. 

1 Respect
We love our school as ...



we get to learn 
and explore many 

new things. 
our teachers 

support us and we 
get to play with our 

friends. 

1 Responsibility
We love our school as ...



we get to learn new 
things. We enjoy the 
lessons carried out 
by our teachers.

we get to make 
new friends and 
play with them 
during recess.

1 Resilience
We love our school as ...



it is a place 
where we have 

friends to talk to.

during recess time, 
it is a great time to 
meet and play with 
our friends at the 

playground.

1 Integrity
We love our school as ...



1 Care
we can go to the Art 

room for our lessons and 
we love to learn Math 

and English .
we love learning 
everything that 

my teachers 
are teaching.

We love our school as ...



there are many 
activities to take part 

in . We love recess 
activities!

we can make 
friends and learn 
new things from 

the teachers.

1 Harmony
We love our school as ...



we can make 
good friends and 
have fun with 

them. 
we can learn 

interesting things 
and take part in 

fun activities. It is a 
great place to 

learn!

2 Respect
We love our school as ...



we can participate 
in many exciting 

programmes such as 
the Roving Art Truck, 
Budding Chef, PVPS 

Olympics and 
many more.

 there are many friendly 
children and staff. For 

example, the teachers, stall 
vendors, security guards 

and  cleaners are friendly 
towards us.

2 Responsibility
We love our school as ...



we can learn 
and study with 

our friends.

we can learn new things for my 
daily life and we can make new 

friends.

2 Resilience
We love our school as ...



we get to eat yummy food 
at the canteen and play 
fun games during recess. 
Sometimes, we make new 
friends and play together. 
Friends are important as 

we share our problems and 
happiness. In class, we discuss 
with our friends during group 
work for the different subjects. 

School is so fun! 

we can learn new things 
every day. We love recess as we 

can play catching with our 
friends or go to the library to read 
during recess. We look forward to 

going to P3 next year!

2 Integrity
We love our school as ...



we can play and 
learn with our 

friends. we can learn and 
play sports 

during recess.

2 Care
We love our school as ...



we learn more things 
about our friends. 

We love to learn more 
about them.

we get to play many 
games and make 

friends.

2 Harmony
We love our school as ...



 it is a beautiful place . 
It has a garden full of 

plants and a pond full of 
cute fishes. Park View also 
has a special mural made 

out of bread tags and 
a colourful playground 
where we can play with 

our friends! 

it organises fun learning 
journeys. One example is our 

journey to the Singapore Science 
Centre . There were many cool 

animals to see! 

3 Respect
We love our school as ...



it is our second 
home! We are so 

happy to be in Park 
View!

 it is where 
friendships 

are developed. 

3 Responsibility
We love our school as ...



we make many 
new friends who 
care about us.

we get to learn new 
things and play 
with our friends 

during recess!

3 Resilience
We love our school as ...



it is very clean . 
We also like our CCAs and 
the food in the canteen . We 
also love the library as we 

enjoy reading.
we get to learn 
new things and 

succeed.

3 Care
We love our school as ...



we can learn new 
skills and improve 

ourselves.

we can make lots of 
friends and discover 

many different types of 
cultures.

3 Integrity
We love our school as ...



we meet kind friends and 
teachers every day. Although our 
teachers are stern at times, they 
are caring and understanding. 

They only reprimand us because 
they want us to be 

good students.

we have many happy 
memories here! We are grateful 
to be in this school . We get to 
learn and make new friends 

and there are supportive 
teachers too! 

4 Respect
We love our school as ...



many of our friends and 
teachers have helped us, cared for 

us and supported us whenever 
we needed help. We find all the 
lessons fun! Park View Primary 
will always have a place in our 
hearts. We will miss the school 

when we go to 
secondary school . 

we get to learn , play and explore 
different things. Park View has taught 
us that we are not alone when we face 
difficulties. Our teachers are great as 

they always plan activities in advance 
and provide a safe and fun-filled 

environment for us. 

4 Responsibility
We love our school as ...



we treat one 
another like family. 
Our teachers guide 
us well . Our garden 
makes our school 

look like a beautiful 
meadow.

we get to meet our friends, learn 
new things and participate in a 
lot of fun activities. The teachers 
are nice and care about us. Park 

View is our second home!

4 Resilience
We love our school as ...



we can enjoy 
many celebrations 

and learning 
journeys.

we get to complete 
exciting assignments, 

like Project Work.

4 Integrity
We love our school as ...



my friends are 
friendly and the school 
celebrations are always 
interesting. We have 
learnt a lot from our 

friends and 
classmates.

our teachers are patient 
and kind. We will always 
remember the activities 
and celebrations that we 

have experienced.  

4 Care
We love our school as ...



 there are a lot of fun school 
activities like Total Defence Day, 
National Day Celebrations and 

many more.

 whenever we have our 
celebrations such as Teachers’ Day, 
Racial Harmony Day, my school 
comes together as a family and 

celebrates the events jubilantly. Our 
school has talented students who 

are good in different skills. We also 
learn the school values, 

R3ICH. 

4 Harmony
We love our school as ...



it is near many 
of our homes and 

we can get to 
school early. 

we have great 
friends as well as 
kind and caring 

teachers. Our school 
is like our 

second home!

5 Respect
We love our school as ...



our teachers are very supportive 
and they make us more resilient. 

There are also many activities to do 
during recess and during special 
celebrations such as International 
Friendship Day. Every morning, 

we are ready for the 
long-awaited school day!

our teachers are supportive 
and are always there to lend a 

helping hand. We enjoy the learning 
journeys and celebration events that 
are planned for us. We are proud to 

be students of PVPS!

5 Responsibility
We love our school as ...



the teachers teach us new 
things and the school provides 
us with extra lessons like Math 
Olympiad! Here in PVPS, we 

can meet new friends of different 
races and personalities. The 
school’s SLC programme also 

provides us with opportunities 
to be a leaders! We appreciate 
the school’s effort to give us a 

meaningful 6 years!

the teachers provide us 
with a lot of opportunities to 
learn new things and they are 

very kind. They help us through 
good and bad times and we 

enjoy their company. We love 
Park View!

5 Resilience
We love our school as ...



the teachers put in 
a lot of effort to plan 
many fun activities 
for the students such 

as the P5 Camp, 
learning journeys and 

PVPS Olympics. 
the teachers make the 
lessons interesting and 

they motivate us to 
work hard. 

5 Integrity
We love our school as ...



 
 

the love from the teachers who have 
taught us. They have never given 
up on any student and supported 

each child throughout the six years. 
Thank you, Park View Primary, for 

dedicating time and support to groom 
us into who we are today. 

6 Respect
We are grateful for ...



 
 

the teachers and friends 
who have helped, 

guided and encouraged 
us. We are also grateful 
to our parents for being 
there for us. Thank you, 
Park View Primary, for 
never giving up on us!

the support of the teachers 
who have encouraged us 
to study hard. They teach 

us how to demonstrate 
our school’s shared values. 

Thank you, Park View 
Primary, for conducting 

the PVPS Olympics despite 
the pandemic. We enjoyed 

ourselves!

the support of our 
teachers and classmates 

who have encouraged us. 
Thank you, Park View 
Primary, for making us 
responsible and helping 
us with our problems. 

the good advice given 
by my family members, 
teachers and friends. 

Thank you, Park 
View Primary, for 

always supporting and 
encouraging us.  



 
 

having wonderful teachers and friends 
who have created fond memories.  

Thank you, Park View Primary, for 
guiding and supporting us throughout 
these six years. Thank you for shaping 

us into what we are today. 

the learning experiences 
that Park View has 

provided us with . Thank 
you, Park View Primary, 

for being our second 
home. 

6 Responsibility
We are grateful for ...



 
 

the teachers and friends 
who have supported and 

encouraged us. Our teachers 
spend a lot of time and effort 
to teach us. Our friends care 
about one another and this 
is the last year with all of 

them. Thank you, Park View 
Primary, for teaching us 

values and for having 
us for 6 years. 

having parents who have guided 
and encouraged us to do our best. 
Thank you, Park View Primary, 

for teaching, guiding and 
encouraging us throughout 

our time in 
primary school . 

friends and teachers who are 
supportive. Thank you, Park 
View Primary, for serving the 
best noodles and helping us 
grow into a better people . 



 
 

6 Resilience
We are grateful for ...

the teachers who care about their 
students. The teachers not only show 

concern about our grades but also how 
we are feeling and if we are coping 
well in school . The students in this 

school are also well-behaved and nice 
to others. They are even willing to help 

strangers in need.



 
 

the caring teachers 
who think of our 
well-being and 

support us.

the supportive teachers who are 
always willing to help us. We 
feel like we are not alone and 
that we have many teachers 
to support us to overcome our 

challenges.

the teachers who 
show a lot of care 
towards us in our 
academics and our 
well-being at the 

same time.

the diversity of teachers 
in Park View Primary. 

Some are fun while some 
are strict. However, all the 

teachers show care and 
concern for us. We hope that 

more students grow to 
be more sensible 

and be grateful towards 
their teachers.



 
 

the amount of care and 
support all the teachers 
have given us during 

our journey in primary 
school . Thank you, Park 
View Primary, for being 
our second home and 
providing us with an 

excellent environment to 
learn and grow. We hope 

the future generation 
will treat you well .     

our teachers and trainers 
putting in all their hard 
work to give us feedback 
and help us through our 

PSLE journey. Thank you, 
Park View Primary, for 
having activities such 
as Broadway, Fruittie 
& Veggie Day, coding 
lessons, and the PVPS 

Olympics. These activities 
have taught us many new 
things, and to stay healthy 
& keep my minds off the 

exams.  

 
the teachers at PVPS. 

Throughout our 6 years in PVPS, 
we have had many different teachers. 

However, one thing in common 
among them would be the tremendous 
amount of care they show to us pupils. 
Not only do they help us to learn , they 
also help to instill values in us, which 
is important for our future . Thank 
you, Park View Primary, for the 

journey we’ve had here . Apart from 
learning many new things, we have 
made great friends and companions 
in this school . Thank you, PVPS, for 

these great 6 years!  

6 Integrity
We are grateful for ...



 
 

the wonderful teachers who patiently guided and 
taught us in many ways to suit our 

learning styles. Thank you for being with us 
throughout this wonderful journey and not 

giving up on us! Thank you, Park View Primary, 
for providing many opportunities for us to learn 
and grow together not only during curriculum 
hours, but also during the many CCA trainings 

and SLC activities.   

the education and the values that 
have been inculcated in us since 

Primary 1. We have learnt values such as 
respect, integrity, harmony in diversity, 
responsibility and many more. We really 
appreciate all the effort put into creating 
engaging lessons for us. Thank you, Park 
View Primary, for everything that you 
have done for us. All the teachers who 
have taught us are inspirational , kind 
and creative . We do not have enough 
words to express our gratitude towards 

them. Not only the teachers but the 
school is also amazing. The environment 
is so clean and conducive. Thank you, 
everyone, once again . We hope to meet 
and visit Park View again even after 

we graduate. :)   

the teachers who have supported us 
for 6 years. They encouraged us when 
we were feeling down . Even though 
they were strict with us, they tried 
to make the lessons interesting. The 

sacrifices they made for us will never 
be in vain . Their passion for teaching 
has inspired us to reach for the stars. 
Thank you, Park View Primary, for 

nurturing us to become better students. 
As a new chapter of our lives begin , 
Park View Primary will be etched 

in our hearts forever. Once 
again , thank you for 

the memories.  



School Advisory 
Committee

Mr Tang HaitaoMr Kevin Alan FosterMr Jason Chua Yew Hoe

Mr Lim Bock Huat 
(Chairman)

Mr Sim Koon Lam 
(Vice-Chairman)



Parent Support Group
Looking forward through 
the lens of our children, 
PSG (Parent Support 
Group) envisions a 
Recreation Room for the 
students in PVPS. Besides 
being a place to hang 
out and de-stress, the 
Recreation Room can be 
a place for the students 
to explore and put some 
life-long needed soft 
skills into practice.

Technology is here to stay and it plays a pivotal 
role in our lives. When the world came to a stand 
still during COVID-19, our reliance on technology 
swelled to meet even our basic needs.

During this phase, our students learnt to adapt. 
Now, we look to the future. The Parent Support 
Group (PSG) at PVPS would like to see a proactive 
involvement of students to develop soft skills 
like communication, problem solving and critical 
thinking.

We (PSG) want students to be problem solvers 
with innovative solutions. Students can come 
together to evaluate and reflect on their actions 
by considering their personal goals. 

PSG’s vision for future PVPS is for students to be 
the citizens of tomorrow, equipped with human 
skills that can be used throughout their lifetime.



Alumni
My time in PVPS between 1997 and 2002 was 
filled with positive memories of my classmates 
being there for one another and also my teachers 
giving their best for our learning. In short, it was 
memorable and enlightening. My hopes and 
wishes for the school would be to continue being a 
place of positive memories where students strive 
to positively contribute to the society. I envision 
PVPS to be a greenhouse providing a conducive 
environment for budding sprouts to grow to be 
strong trees in time to come. Onward, Park View!

Alvin – PVPS Alumni EXCO / Chairman

I hope that the Alumni Committee can be given 
more opportunities and events to work on for the 
coming years. Our wish is to showcase the might 
of our Alumni’s spirit and to build long-lasting 
bonds with the current students.

We envision PVPS to be a place for the graduates 
to reminisce and rejoice the glorious days with 
our teachers and close friends. We hope to show 
gratitude towards PVPS and create many more 
memories.

Yue Min – PVPS Alumni EXCO / Vice-Chairman

I entered PVPS in 2005 and 
graduated in 2010. All the six 
years were time well-spent.

I envision that Park View 
Primary School would always 
welcome back the graduates 
with open arms. We, in 
return, can then continue to 
contribute to our alma mater.

Jared - PVPS Alumni EXCO / 
Vice-Chairman
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